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Producing electricity from marine renewable resources is a research area that develops
continuously. The field of tidal energy is on the edge to progress from the prototype stage to the
commercial stage. However, tidal resource characterization, and the effect of tidal turbines on
the flow, is still an ongoing research area in which this thesis aims to contribute.

In this thesis, measurements of flow velocities have been performed at three kinds of sites.
Firstly, a tidal site has been investigated for its resource potential in a fjord in Norway.
Measurements have been performed with an acoustic Doppler current profiler to map the spatial
and temporal characteristics of the flow. Results show that currents are in the order of 2 m/s in
the center of the channel. Furthermore, the flow is highly bi-directional between ebb and flood
flows. The site thus has potential for in-stream energy conversion. Secondly, a river site serves
as an experimental site for a marine current energy converter that has been designed at Uppsala
University and deployed in Dalälven, Söderfors. The flow rate at the site is regulated by an
upstream hydro power plant, making the site suitable for experiments on the performance of the
vertical axis turbine in a natural environment. The turbine was run in steady discharge flows
and measurements were performed to characterize the extent of the wake. Lastly, at an ocean
current site, the effect that transiting ferries may have on submerged devices was investigated.
Measurements were conducted with two sonar systems to obtain an underwater view of the
wake caused by a propeller and a water jet thruster respectively.

Furthermore, the variability of the intermittent renewable sources wind, solar, wave and tidal
energy was investigated for the Nordic countries. All of the sources have distinctly different
variability features, which is advantageous when combining power generated from them and
introducing it on the electricity grid. Tidal variability is mainly due to four aspects: the tidal
regime, the tidal cycle, local bathymetry causing turbulence, asymmetries etc. and weather
effects. Models of power output from the four sources was set up and combined in different
energy mixes for a “highly renewable” and a “fully renewable” scenario. By separating the
resulting power time series into different frequency bands (long-, mid-, mid/short-, and short-
term components) it was possible to minimize the variability on different time scales. It was
concluded that a wise combination of intermittent renewable sources may lower the variability
on short and long time scales, but increase the variability on mid and mid/short time scales.

The tidal power variability in Norway was then investigated separately. The predictability
of tidal currents has great advantages when planning electricity availability from tidal farms.
However, the continuously varying tide from maximum power output to minimum output
several times per day increases the demand for backup power or storage. The phase shift between
tidal sites introduces a smoothing effect on hourly basis but the tidal cycle, with spring and neap
tide simultaneously in large areas, will inevitably affect the power availability.
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Nomenclature  

Notation Description Unit 
 Area m2

 Turbine diameter m 
 Tidal range m 
 Tidal amplitude for tidal constituent i m 
 Number of pings per ensemble  
 Period time s 
 Velocity m/s 

 Peak speed at turbine hub height m/s 
 Power W 
 Measured depth m 
 Reference water level m 

 Air pressure hPa 
 Time lag s 

 North-component of velocity m/s 
 East-component of velocity m/s 

 Undisturbed flow speed m/s 
 Speed deficit m/s 

 Vertical component of velocity m/s 
 Water surface elevation m 
 Water density kg/m3 
 Standard deviation  
 Tidal phase  

  
  



 

Abbreviations   
ADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler  
DBS Dual Beam System  
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System  
GPS Global Positioning System  
IRE Intermittent Renewable Energy  
LT Long-term  
MBS Multi Beam System  
MST Mid/Short-term  
MT Mid-term  
PG Percent Good  
RTK Real Time Kinematic  
ST Short-term  
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1.  Introduction 

The interest in, and economic market for, converting energy from renewable 
resources into electricity is continuously growing around the world. In recent 
years, the development of marine current energy conversion systems has in-
tensified. Most suitable for deploying in-stream tidal turbines are sites with 
high tidal current velocities. However, for the tidal-stream energy industry to 
be fully realized, lower velocity sites should also be utilized. 

Tides have the advantage of being predictable decades ahead. However, the 
tidal resource is intermittent and has local variations that affect the power out-
put from a conversion system. Each potential site is unique; the velocity flow 
field at a tidal site is highly influenced by local bathymetry and turbulence. 
Hence, characterizing the resource requires careful investigations and provid-
ing high quality velocity data from measurement surveys is of great im-
portance for developers and researchers in the field of tidal current energy. 

This thesis covers two main aspect of marine current energy. Firstly, meas-
urements and characterizations of tidal currents, turbine wakes and ship 
wakes. Secondly, investigation of the variability in power output from the in-
termittent renewable energy sources wind, solar, wave and, in particular, tidal 
energy, including an investigation of how these can be combined to reduce the 
variability in the power production to the grid in a future energy mix. 

1.1 Research objectives 
The main objective of this thesis was to contribute to the development of 
measurement techniques and characterizing methods of flow velocity data, 
with the aim to increase the overall understanding of marine currents as a re-
newable energy resource. Furthermore, the research aimed to provide a 
broader understanding of effects concerning energy conversion with in-stream 
turbines, through investigation of the wake effect of a demonstration proto-
type. Also the possible effect on submerged turbines due to transiting ships in 
shallow straits was investigated. 

Looking into the future, the probable course of development is towards an 
energy system with an increasing share of electricity from renewable and in-
termittent energy sources like wind, solar, wave and tidal power. In the light 
of this matter, this work investigated how variable renewable sources can be 
combined in a future energy mix without introducing a high variability in the 
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electricity system, especially in what respect the phase shift of tides can be 
utilized when aggregating different tidal farms to minimize the variability and 
also how it may be used to smooth out variations of other intermittent energy 
sources. 

1.2 Layout of thesis 
This doctoral thesis first describes the work performed on characterizing ma-
rine currents in three types of sites; a river site, a tidal site and an ocean current 
site. The main contribution of the author has been to perform measurement 
surveys of flow velocities at these various locations and, through analysis of 
measurement data, describe flow characteristics and/or resource potential.  

Papers I and II cover a tidal site in Norway that has been investigated as a 
potential tidal energy site. Papers III and IV cover a river site which is part of 
the Söderfors project where a first survey to characterize the wake has been 
performed. In Paper V, cavitation-induced turbulence in the wake of transiting 
ferries is investigated. In Papers VI, VII and VIII, the variability of renewable 
resources are studied. First, the variability of the natural resources (wind, so-
lar, wave and tidal) is reviewed, then the combination of power output from 
these sources, and how they would affect the variability on the electrical grid 
in the Nordic countries, was studied. At last, an investigation is presented on 
how an aggregation of tidal sites with different tidal phase in Norway could 
be used to smooth out the variability in power output over a large area. 

The layout is as follows. Chapter 2 provides the reader with background to 
marine current power, the characteristics of tides, cavitation and variability. 
In Chapter 3, the instruments used for current and turbulence measurements 
are presented. In Chapter 4, general aspects of the methodology for resource 
potential assessment are described followed by a description of site specific 
methodology from field work. Then research performed on variability from 
all of the renewable sources and tidal variability specifically is presented. The 
results are presented in Chapter 5 for each research area with conclusions 
stated in Chapter 6. 
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2. Background and theory 

2.1 Marine current power 
Conventional hydro power plants have long been used to generate electricity. 
Lately, the interest in and aim for using other forms of water motions as a 
source of renewable energy has intensified. Many countries are aiming for a 
more sustainable energy production [1] where marine current power from tidal 
energy is one of the important areas of research. Other sources of marine cur-
rents are unregulated rivers and ocean currents where the same technology 
could be used. 

The technical development of in-stream converters of tidal currents is con-
tinuously progressing. The leading technical solution is horizontal axis tur-
bines with two, three1 or more2 blades, submerged in the water either at bottom 
foundations or placed on towers [2]. However, tidal energy is still in an early 
stage of development. The majority of produced energy comes from a few 
large tidal barrage projects [3]. In-stream technology is still in the prototype 
and demonstration stage and has not yet developed into a commercial market. 
Nevertheless, a number of new projects are ongoing, mainly in Europe and 
East Asia [4]. 

The understanding of tidal hydrokinetic energy and the effect on the flow 
when extracting such energy with single turbines or larger farms have been 
developed by e.g. [5–14]. When a potential site has been localized, one of the 
first steps in a tidal energy project is resource assessment, either by numerical 
modeling or in-field measurements. Around the world, numerous investiga-
tions have been performed where the water velocity field has been measured 
and characterized, see e.g. [15–31]. Different aspects have been discussed 
such as directionality [32–35], tidal asymmetry [15,36] and non-tidal effects 
of tides and currents such as winds, waves and pressure [37–40]. 

The hydrokinetic power density per cross-sectional area (W/m2) is given 
by 

   (Eq. 1) 

The power available in streaming water is scaling up fast with velocity, U, due 
to the cubic relationship, but even at low velocities the power is substantial 

                               
1 Nova Innovation Ltd. https://www.novainnovation.com/ <2017-02-20> 
2 Atlantis Resources. https://www.atlantisresourcesltd.com/ <2017-02-20> 
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due to the high density of water,  (1025 kg/m3, corresponding to 800 times 
that of air). However, when energy conversion systems like turbines are intro-
duced, one has to take into account the properties of each converter. For large 
farms, the number of devices and formation of rows are also of importance 
[14]. Moreover, extracting power from a flow will affect the flow itself 
[6,9,22,41,42]. 

One important aspect of any renewable energy resource is its variability. 
To get a firm electric power output, the resource should preferably be of equal 
magnitude all of the time and easy to forecast. Tides, for example, are easy to 
forecast but they are by nature fluctuating from peak speeds to near zero ve-
locities several times per day (see Section 2.2), thus, resulting in a varying 
power output from a conversion system. When tidal turbines extract power 
from the flow, this changes not only the flow speed but also the phase of the 
tide [43]. When tidal current power is part of the energy mix together with 
other renewable energy sources like wind, solar and wave power, the variabil-
ity in power output from all of these natural resources needs to be combined 
and accounted for and ultimately compensated for to maintain a firm electric-
ity production. This matter is further discussed in Sections 2.5 and 4.3. 

At Uppsala University the marine current group is working on the Söder-
fors project where a marine current energy converter prototype has been de-
veloped and deployed at a test site in a river. The site is located just down-
stream of a hydro power plant. Thus, it is a suitable site for performing exper-
iments since the flow discharge in the channel is regulated by the hydro power 
plant and can be kept steady during experiments. The flow at the site was in-
vestigated by Lalander et al. in [44,45]. The converter is based on a robust 
technique, i.e. a vertical axis marine current turbine and a permanent magnet 
synchronous generator, intended to operate from a cut in speed of 0.6 m/s and 
depths from around 7 m as described in Paper III and [46,47]. The marine 
current energy converter has been tested for performance [48,49] and wake 
effects (Paper IV). Moreover, a load control system is being developed [50] 
and a grid integration system has been investigated [51]. Several doctoral the-
ses have come out of this project [52–58]. Previous work has included anal-
yses of the tidal current energy resource in Norway [53,59]. 

2.2 Tides and tidal currents 
Tides are the periodic variations of sea level elevations. It is due to gravita-
tional forcing from the Sun and the Moon in interaction with the rotation of 
the Earth. The tidal regime is most commonly semidiurnal with two highs and 
two lows each day, but can also be diurnal with one high and one low or a mix 
of the two [60]. As a renewable energy resource, tides have the advantage of 
being predictable decades ahead. The predicted astronomical tide, , at a site 
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can be expressed as a sum of harmonic constituents representing variations of 
different amplitude and time scale, according to  

 
   (Eq. 2) 
 

where h0 is the reference water level relative to the mean sea level and each 
constituent i corresponds to a tidal amplitude H, period T and phase . Infor-
mation and forecasts of tidal heights are publically available in tidal charts for 
most areas around the world. 

The moon exerts the strongest forcing. The principal lunar semidiurnal con-
stituent is called  and has a period of 12 hours 25 minutes. The principal 
solar semidiurnal constituent  has a period of 12 hours. These are in phase 
every fortnight (14.76 days) forming spring tides, with neap tides in between 
(when the misalignment is 90°) [61]. Multiples of these or shallow water con-
stitutes further alter the symmetry and phase of the tidal cycle. To resolve all 
relevant constituents, at least 29 days of observations are needed.  

The tidal waves propagate around the oceans, with a smooth variation over 
distances on the order of 100 km, and give rise to floods and ebbs in the coastal 
areas. The rising and falling sea levels produce tidal currents. Strong currents 
occur if a large amount of water is being pushed through a fjord inlet, a strait, 
a sound between two islands or around a headland. These currents are en-
hanced in areas where depth and width are restricted due to bathymetry. A 
higher tidal range gives faster current acceleration and higher maximum 
speed, and thus a higher variability. 

Tidal currents at a site need to be measured to be correctly characterized 
since they are altered by effects such as drag from the bottom creating turbu-
lence (i.e. chaotic flow filled with eddies of various sizes) and changing the 
flow path as well as the vertical profile. As shown in e.g. [62], the velocity 
field can only be interpolated about 100 m. Reflecting waves in estuaries also 
alter the flow speeds by changing the phase, which results in current speeds 
that do not follow a sinusoidal pattern or is out of phase with the tidal wave 
(see Figure 1). The variability of tides and effects of tidal phase will be further 
discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. 

Weather effects such as variations in air pressure or strong winds creating 
surface waves also affect the flow pattern [60]. Additionally, the drag force 
induced by wind stress, that is proportional to the square of the wind speed, 
can push the water on or off shore and alter the sea level and consequently the 
tidal currents. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the phase shift between tidal height (solid line) and current 
velocity (dotted line) at the sill of a fjord inlet. 

2.3 Turbine wake effects 
A marine current turbine that operates in a flow extracts energy from the flow 
which reduces the velocity behind the turbine. The reduction of flow speed 
downstream of a turbine compared to the undisturbed flow upstream of the 
turbine, , is called speed deficit, , [63] and is defined as  

 
   (Eq. 3) 
 

Generally the wake structure can be divided as near wake and far wake. In the 
near wake, the flow speed is decreased since momentum is extracted and since 
mass is conserved the wake expands during the first diameter (D) behind the 
turbine. The turning turbine blades and the support structure introduces vorti-
ces in and around the wake. Typically, the near wake reaches up to 3D–4D 
[63]. The wake convects downstream where it is exposed to turbulent mixing. 
Thus, the wake takes up energy and expands at the same time. This effect is 
prevailing in the far wake. Far downstream, the velocity is restored to that of 
the incoming flow. 

Marine turbulence, affecting the wake propagation, is mainly produced at 
the boundaries at shallow sites: the seabed and the surface. The seabed creates 
a boundary layer which strength is dependent on material and bathymetry. The 
boundary layer is turbulent and affects the velocity profile. At the surface, 
waves and swell cause turbulence and circular motions. [63] 

The wake effect behind turbines has been studied mainly with numerical 
models and scale models [64–66]. Reports of in-field measurements of wakes 
from vertical axis turbines seem to be lacking. Thus, the aim of the investiga-
tion in Paper IV was to perform in-field measurements of the wake behind the 
vertical axis marine current turbine in Söderfors. Then an evaluation was per-
formed of the survey and data processing methods, and a first indication of the 
extent and characteristics of the wake was shown. 
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2.4 Cavitation-induced flow 
In-stream energy converters placed in channels or narrow straits between is-
lands, may be affected by boat traffic. When a vessel travel through water, its 
propeller or water jet produces turbulence in its wake. Propellers also produces 
distinct blade tip vortices. The wake is to a large extent due to cavitation, as 
well as friction between the boat hull and surrounding water.  

Cavitation in water is due to the formation of vapor cavities, i.e. small bub-
bles filled with vapor. This occurs if the pressure decreases below vapor pres-
sure due to high local flow velocities. The bubbles expand, and when the pres-
sure increases above vapor pressure again, the bubbles implode causing an 
intense shock wave [67,68]. If the shock wave is released close to a solid sur-
face, it may lead to significant damage. Cavitation-induced flow may disturb 
the flow that propels a turbine, and thus affect the aerodynamic properties of, 
and loading on, the turbine blades. The turbulent wake is not only constrained 
to the surface, its effect may propagate downwards into the water column.  

Wakes may be observed with ADCPs when the main concern is the velocity 
fluctuations or deficits (as in Paper IV). However, in Paper V, the aim was to 
investigate the depth extent and geometry of the cavitation-induced flow in 
the wake of transiting vessels, as well as compare the effect of different thrust 
mechanisms (propeller or water jet). The investigation was conducted with 
two sonar systems (presented in Section 3.2). The extent of the wake, both in 
space and time, may be measured with a sonar due to the presence of bubbles, 
as shown in e.g. [69].  

2.5 Variability of renewable resources 
The renewable energy that may be harvested from wind, solar, wave and tidal 
resources are variable (intermittent) and non-dispatchable, meaning that the 
energy content varies with time and cannot be planned in the same way as for 
other renewable sources (hydropower, geothermal heat and bioenergy). The 
intermittent renewable energy (IRE) sources have a great potential worldwide 
to generate large amounts of electricity. For example, wind power generated 
42% of the electricity demand in Denmark in 2015 [4] and prices falls contin-
uously. Recently, solar power was proven to have the capacity to be cheaper 
than fossil fuels. However, integrating the IRE sources into the existing elec-
tricity grid will introduce a higher level of variability at the grid and thus in-
crease the need for reserve power and balancing costs [70].  

Paper VI presents a review of previous research on temporal variability as-
sessment and forecasting methods for solar, wind, wave and tidal power. The 
different research areas are at different stages and previous studies have typi-
cally covered each resource separately (e.g. tidal energy in Ireland [71]) 
whereas in a future energy mix, all of these sources will be present. A few 
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exceptions are studies where tidal power has been combined with wave power 
[70] and a study combining wind and solar power [72], both performed in the 
UK. A study from the US of a future scenario with 100% renewable energy 
takes all of the sources into account [73]. 

The spatial and temporal variability of the four resources was characterized 
in Paper VI. Here follows an overview. Wind energy increases towards the 
poles due to the driving mechanism of large scale flow patterns. Wind speeds 
and thus wind power generation is higher during winter than summer. The 
wind blows all day around, in the larger scale it depends on mesoscale weather 
phenomenon, and on the local scale of topography, surface roughness and thus 
turbulence. The conditions are highly site specific. Wind speeds are highly 
stochastic, so the variation is profound on small time scales. 

Solar energy varies with the amount of incoming solar irradiation at a site. 
The solar radiation is higher closer to the equator and lower towards the poles. 
The seasonal effect variation is due to the solar height which also affect the 
energy content. Daily variations include larger radiation in the middle of the 
day, whereas at night it is zero. Tilting the solar panels increases the inflow. 
The presence of clouds decreases the solar energy compared to clear-sky con-
ditions and may cause the power to ramp up or down, as will shadows from 
obstacles.  

Wave power varies due to the variation of wave heights, which is driven 
by the wind. The variations are small over relatively large areas. A higher 
seasonal variation is found in the northern hemisphere than in the southern. 
The variation in wave height depends on the site, some have generally high 
waves while others experience a large range. 

Tidal energy has a clear temporal variability and is geographically con-
stricted to certain areas where the tidal wave causes high tidal currents, as 
discussed in Section 2.2. The temporal variability is characterized by three 
main factors: the tidal regime (semidiurnal or diurnal ebb/flood), the tidal cy-
cle (spring/neap tides) and effects due to site bathymetry (asymmetry between 
ebb and flood, turbulence, phasing). Spatially, the timing of peak tidal currents 
differs between sites due to the phase shift that occurs when the tidal wave 
propagates across a larger geographic area. Also small variations within a site 
may occur. The predictability of tides is an advantage when planning the elec-
tricity availability, as is the phase shift between sites that can be used to 
smooth out the power production when a number of sites are aggregated. 

As discussed in Paper VI several studies have concluded that aggregating 
power plants in a larger geographic area will lower the variability in power 
output for all of the IRE sources. For wind and solar power the effect of pass-
ing weather systems and clouds will then be smoothed out. For tidal power, 
aggregation of tidal farms with different tidal phase will give a smoothing ef-
fect. Even local phasing at a single site has been suggested to give a smoothing 
effect [74]. It is also possible to decrease the rated power of each device to 
increase the capacity factor [75]. 
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2.6 Tidal phasing and aggregated tidal power  
As discussed above, tidal power varies continuously between peak values and 
minimum values up to four times a day, a variability that is generally not pref-
erable when integrated at the electricity grid. To minimize this variability, one 
solution is to aggregate tidal power from numerous sites, with complementing 
tidal phase (time lag), to decrease the variability. This has earlier been inves-
tigated for a larger region [34,76–78], in a single fjord system [74] or tidal 
strait [31] for example. 

In Paper VIII, the possibility to aggregate tidal energy sites along the Nor-
wegian coast was investigated. The 2500 km long Norwegian coast offers nu-
merous possible tidal energy sites in the fjords where the tidal currents are 
accelerated. The tide ranges from 0.5 m in the south to 2.5 m in the north and 
progresses northward along the coast– resulting in a large time lag between 
south and north. The time lag generally increases northward, with largest time 
lag in the far northeast. The tidal current resource in Norway is reviewed in 
[59]. 

The phase shift between sites may be used to lower the variability. A com-
plementing time lag means that signals that are out of phase will act smoothing 
on the resultant signal. Two sites that are totally out of phase have a time lag 
of ¼ of a tidal cycle, i.e. ~3 hours. 

Calculating the energy resource with the flux method will overestimate the 
resource [5,9]. The extractable energy at a site is only a fraction of the incom-
ing kinetic energy. It depends on many things such as number of installed de-
vices, packing density, blockage ratio, ef ciency of the farm etc. To take all 
of this into account Black & Veatch [79] suggested that the extracted energy 
should not exceed a signi cant impact factor (SIF) and it is the percentage of 
available energy that can be extracted from a flow without significantly chang-
ing its properties. According to [79], SIF may have a value of 10%–50% de-
pending on the site. It was said to be 20% on average in the UK [80]. The 
theory was supported by [81,82]. This method was used in Paper VIII as de-
scribed in Section 4.3.2. 
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3. Instrumentation 

A large part of this work is based on field measurements of hydrological phe-
nomenon such as tidal currents and turbine wake characteristics. In this work, 
two types of instruments have been used, which are presented below. 

3.1 ADCP: Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler 
The instrument used for measuring current velocity is an acoustic Doppler 
current profiler (ADCP) from Teledyne RD Instruments of the type Work-
horse Sentinel ADCP of 600 kHz3. The instrument transmits acoustic pulses 
from four transducers at a certain frequency and interval. The sound pulses 
are sent out in bursts of a number of pings and reflect on particles in the water. 
The Doppler shift in the frequency of the returning signal is used to calculate 
the flow speed. The time it takes for the signal to return corresponds to the 
distance from the transducer head to the middle of the depth cell. The obtained 
velocity profiles give information on the flow velocity along the four beams 
of equally spaced depth cells. The beam velocities are transformed to earth 
coordinates by the instrument giving the output as north (u), east (v) and ver-
tical (w) velocity so that . 

The transducers are separated by an angle of 20° from the centerline of the 
ADCP. Thus, the distance between the beams is increasing with depth, see 
Figure 2. 

                               
3http://www.teledynemarine.com/workhorse-sentinel-adcp/?BrandID=16 (2017-02-16) 
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Figure 2. Sketch of ADCP operating in upside down mode from a boat. 

The ADCP assumes a horizontally homogenous velocity field when calculat-
ing the water velocity from three (or four) beams. Thus, any small scale tur-
bulence is averaged out. For an observation to be of good quality, at least three 
good quality beams, i.e. beams with high correlation, are required in the solu-
tion. The fourth beam is to ensure better quality. For each burst of  pings, an 
ensemble average is calculated by the instrument. The Doppler noise uncer-
tainty can be large but is decreased by a factor . 

Built-in sensors give information on the physical status of the ADCP. A 
pressure sensor provides the depth at the transducer, a compass gives the head-
ing and a tilt sensor gives information about the tilt of the ADCP (pitch angle 
and roll angle depending on around which axis the tilt occurs).  

When used in the upside down mode, an extra Bottom Tracking pulse can 
be transmitted. It has a longer wave length and tracks the speed of the bottom 
with high accuracy. 

3.2 Sonar: Multi-beam and dual beam 
The turbulent wakes of transiting boats were observed with two sonar systems, 
a multi-beam sonar (MBS) system and a dual-beam sonar (DBS) system (Pa-
per V). As with ADCPs, a sonar is an echo-ranging technology. The term SO-
NAR stands for Sound Navigation and Ranging. Active sonars transmit acous-
tic signals and use the received echo to get an underwater view of the bottom 
and locate targets within a water column, often in a wide angle around the 
instrument. 
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The energy and propagation of the sound pulse are affected by a number of 
parameters. The speed depends on water temperature. Acoustic intensity is the 
mean energy flux per area and time. The sound pulse is affected by absorption, 
mainly due to the viscosity of the water. The absorption depends on the fre-
quency of the sound; higher frequencies are dampened more. Moreover, the 
signal is exposed to losses at the surface and bottom due to reflection and 
scattering. The geometric spreading due to expansion is spherical and occurs 
twice, both for the transmitted signal and the reflected echo [83]. 

A multi-beam sonar system consists of an array of transducers that trans-
mits sound pulses in several directions simultaneously in a fan shape that pro-
vides data along a wide swath of the studied area (e.g. the seafloor). The swath 
is oriented perpendicular to the center of the instrument. The field of view 
(FOV) of the sonar is expressed as the maximum angle, horizontally and ver-
tically. The echo of each sound pulse is processed separately and gives infor-
mation of the distance to the reflecting object within the swath. The range is 
limited to 100 m. The system is subject to disturbance from e.g. background 
noise and noise due to bubbles, which on the other hand can be used to study 
cavitation-induced turbulence. The MBS used in Paper V has 768 beams sep-
arated by 0.28°, an operating frequency of 900 kHz and a FOV of 130° hori-
zontal  20° vertical (Paper V). 

A dual-beam sonar system transmits two cone shaped single frequency sig-
nals, one narrow and one wide. The narrow core beam has a higher frequency 
and gives a more detailed image while the wider signal has a lower frequency 
and covers a larger area. DBS systems only measures acoustic intensity or 
amplitude, not the phase of the signal [84]. The DBS used in Paper V operates 
at the two frequencies 50/200 kHz with a FOV of 29°/12° respectively.  

A general sketch of two systems are shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Sonar beam spreading from the multi beam sonar (MBS) and dual beam 
sonar (DBS) systems used in Paper V. 
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4. Methods 

4.1 Resource assessment methodology 
In this section, resource assessment methods will be discussed from a tidal 
energy point of view, with focus on methods used within the scope of this 
thesis.  

4.1.1 Site selection 
When searching for a site with potential for in-stream tidal energy conversion, 
an area where the flow is constricted in some way, and thus accelerated, is 
favorable. The higher the flow speed, the more available energy (Eq. 1). For 
developers of marine current energy converters of the first generation, flow 
speeds exceeding 2 m/s and depths of about 20-50 m are required. For 2nd and 
3rd generation turbines, where lower velocities and shallower sites also are of 
interest [15], the number of potential sites around the world is increased. 

The first step taken in a resource assessment survey is to locate a site with 
sufficient depth and water speeds. Ship navigation charts (e.g. [85] in Norway) 
may be used as initial source of information. Potential sites can also be found 
by analyzing nautical charts. Areas to look for are, for example, narrow and 
shallow fjord inlets in areas with tides and a large enough basin inside the sill 
where sufficient flow speeds, with a high energy content, may occur. Straits 
between islands may be even better at providing high currents where extrac-
tion of energy will not affect the flow as much as in a constricted channel. 
Areas where the flow accelerates around a headland or peninsula are also ad-
vantageous for tidal energy conversion. 

Apart from high currents and sufficient depth, project planners also need to 
consider bottom structure (how to place the turbines), vicinity of houses and 
possibilities for grid connection, as well as the interference with other interests 
such as boat traffic and wild life. 

The second step is to choose measurement method. Normally, this is done 
by first performing a transect measurement survey to conclude whether the 
site has sufficient water speeds (  m/s) and if so, map the spatial variability 
at the site. Often, the most energetic area is investigated further through long-
term measurements of current speeds. 
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4.1.2 ADCP configuration 
Each measurement survey needs to be carefully planned in advance. The in-
strument needs to be calibrated and configured according to the chosen meas-
urement method and the characteristics of interest. Software packages pro-
vided by Teledyne RDI are used to “talk” to the instrument (for example 
BBTalk or PlanADCP). The compass needs to be calibrated in advance of 
each measurement survey [86]. 

The ADCP can either be run in real-time mode by keeping it connected to 
the computer during the measurements, or operate self-contained by program-
ming it in advance and connecting it to one or more batteries. The user needs 
to consider the required measurement accuracy when setting up the ADCP. In 
a self-contained deployment, the power consumption is dependent on the 
measurement intervals and number of pings in each measurement.  

The parameters that need to be set by the user are 
 

 Ensemble interval 
 Pings per ensemble ( ) 
 Time between pings 
 Vertical bin size 
 Number of vertical bins 
 Bottom tracking (and depth range) 

 

4.1.3 Transect measurements 
To investigate the spatial variance of a flow stream in a watercourse (river or 
tidal strait), a common way is to measure the velocity profile in cross-sections, 
along transects perpendicular to the flow direction. The ADCP is then 
mounted upside down in a floating vessel, Riverboat4 (Figure 4), and towed 
across the watercourse with a small boat navigated with help of a GPS (Global 
Positioning System) as in Papers I and II, or by following leading lines marked 
at the shoreline, as in Paper IV. 

The ADCP can then be configured with the software VmDas and measure-
ment data is monitored in real-time through the software WinADCP provided 
by the manufacturer. The inbuilt function Bottom Tracking records the speed 
of the ADCP relative to the sea- or riverbed, and subtracts this speed from the 
flow speed measurements, to account for the boat motion. 

A Garmin EchoMAP 50s has been used to log the GPS-positions during 
the transect measurements. It has also been used with an echo sounder to in-
vestigate the bathymetry (as in Paper I). 

                               
4 Oceanscience Riverboat, http://www.oceanscience.com/products/tethered-boats/river-
boat.aspx <2015-11-05> 
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When high accuracy position data was required (for the wake measure-
ments, Paper IV, see Section 4.2.2) a Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) receiver was mounted on top of the ADCP (seen in Figure 4). The 
Real Time Kinematic (RTK) technique used gives a precision down to 1 cm. 

Figure 4. ADCP mounted upside-down in a Riverboat with a GNSS reciever 
mounted on top. 

4.1.4 Long-term measurements 
To get the temporal variation of flow speeds at a site, the ADCP can be 
mounted in a foundation and placed on the seabed (or bottom of the river). 
Foundations designed at Uppsala University are used for deployments. The 
foundations are made of stainless steel and weigh about 10 kg (Figure 5). The 
ADCP is screwed to the bottom plate of the foundation to stay steady. Ballast  

Figure 5. Photo of ADCP mounted in the foundation and ballasted with four 
weights. 
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weights of 10 kg each are attached onto the foundation with screws. This was 
either done in advance in the boat, or by divers at the seabed. 

It is important that the ADCP is placed steadily and horizontally on the 
bottom with minimum tilt (pitch and roll) to ensure good accuracy. The prac-
tical aspects of deployment of an ADCP for long-term measurements need to 
be well planned in advance. The depth of the site determines the length of the 
ropes used when lowering the instrument and when marking it with a buoy. 
The expected flow speeds affect the required ballast weight. 

4.1.5 Data analysis 
The output data from the ADCP, describing the flow characteristics, include 
flow velocity profiles (north-, east- and vertical components) and flow direc-
tion for each depth cell, together with vectors of depth (either from the bottom 
tracking feature or from pressure) and time (year, month, day, hour, minute, 
second, hundredths of second). A number of data quality parameters are also 
given for each observation including (but not limited to): 

 
 Error velocity 
 Percent good (PG1-PG4) 
 Correlation between beams 
 Echo intensity 
 Heading 
 Pitch and roll 

 
The analysis of ADCP data starts with a quality screening. First observations 
marked ‘bad’ by the ADCP, shown as spikes, are removed. Observations 
where the sum of the parameters PG1 (percent of observations of good quality 
three beam measurements) and PG4 (percent of observations of good quality 
four beam solutions) are at least 75% are kept, corresponding to measurements 
where at least 75% of the pings in the ensemble come from three or more good 
beams5. The error velocity indicates the standard deviation of the horizontal 
velocity measurement within each bin in each ensemble. It is a key quality 
parameter that can be used to decide which data points are of bad quality. The 
error velocity should be less than 1 m/s and the average correlation between 
beams at least 64 counts (out of a maximum of 255 counts due to a scaling of 
the signal to noise ratio [87]) . Data close to the seabed or surface (depending 
on whether measurements are performed downwards or upwards) are 
interfered with noise and are therefore removed according to  
where  for the ADCPs used [87]. 

Heading, pitch and roll angles give information about how steady the 
ADCP has been during the measurements. That information can be used to 
                               
5 Teledyne RD Instruments, Glossary of Terms <2016-12-19> 
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analyze whether the instrument has been moved during the deployment, due 
to strong currents or other external forces. A large movement may have 
changed the location or tilt angle, inducing measurement errors. 

When the data have been quality checked, there are many aspects of the 
flow characteristics that can be studied (as mentioned in Section 2.1). One 
approach is to calculate standardized, characterization metrics that can be 
compared to other sites, as in Paper II. Among these (as proposed by [88]) are 
mean speed, maximum sustained speed for 10 minutes ebb/flood asymmetry 
and vertical shear describing the velocity field. Other metrics are principal 
axis, standard deviation from the principal axis and ebb/flood direction asym-
metry describing the directionality ([15,16,32–35]) together with mean power 
density and ebb/flow power asymmetry describing the energy content 
([15,36]). All of these metrics are calculated at expected turbine hub height, 
which has been proposed to be in the middle of the water column [82]. A 
vertical profile plot allows for interpolation of the speeds from hub height to 
other parts of the water column. Such interpolation is often used to calculate 
the speed at different parts of the turbine sweeping area. 

Principal component analysis can be used to study tidal flow directions. 
The velocity vectors are rotated so that the major principal axis defines the 
main orientation of the flow, e.g. along-shore, while the minor axis then de-
fines the cross-shore direction of the flow for example. Most of the variance 
is then associated with a major axis and the remaining variance with a minor 
axis [89]. 

It is also of importance to analyze the speed frequency distribution (or prob-
ability) for a typical month or for a year. This will affect the amount of energy 
that a tidal turbine (or farm) can produce depending on its power curve and 
power capacity. An understanding of the weather effect on tidal range, and 
thus current speed, at a site may be important for a full resource characteriza-
tion [37–40]. Weather effects may be substantial, especially at high latitudes 
where travelling low pressure systems are common during parts of the year. 
Tidal constituents can be analyzed with harmonic analysis, as in the Matlab 
toolbox T_TIDE developed by , which also separates tidal from non-tidal 
components of the signal [90]. 

For transect measurements it is common to divide the transects into smaller 
horizontal bins and analyze the data that fall into each bin (also called block-
averaging). The assumption is then that data being considered in each bin are 
statistically homogenous. This technique was used in Paper I to form mean 
values and time series for a specific part of the surveyed site. However, using 
sparse measurements to interpolate the flow field can usually not be done with 
adequate accuracy. To visualize spatial data, maps are a powerful tool. 

The variability of a velocity time series may be analyzed with statistical 
measures such as standard deviation, variance and correlation, discussed fur-
ther in Section 4.3. 
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4.1.6 Simple prediction model 
A simple model is proposed for the tidal site (discussed in Section 4.2.1) 
where peak current speeds can be predicted from tidal chart data in a tidal 
strait connecting the ocean to a fjord. A linear relationship is assumed between 
tidal range and peak current speed, . When the linear relationship is 
found, the model allows readily available tidal elevation data to be used to 
predict long time series of peak current speed. This is done in Paper II.  

The model is set up in a number of steps. First, tidal chart data, often given 
as an interpolated value from nearest gauge station, is calibrated to the site 
specific tidal range. The tidal range, , is calculated as the difference between 
each high and low tide and vice versa. Then, predicted tidal range is compared 
to measured tidal range to ensure a small deviation. At last, the linear relation-
ship (slope and y-intercept of the linear regression) is established between 
measured tidal range and peak current speed. 

The model accuracy is estimated from the standard deviation in  for 
increments of 0.2 m tidal range. Weather effects on tidal range and thus cur-
rent speed are quantified. The model is evaluated for two other heights above 
the seabed, and at expected hub height. Also the effect on the model of a 
shorter measurement period is investigated to find the shortest possible meas-
urement period. The correlation coefficient between measured tidal range and 
peak speed has been analyzed as well as the slope and y-intercept from the 
linear regression. 

4.2 Field work 
4.2.1 Tidal site: Korsnesstraumen 
Potential tidal energy sites are numerous along the coast of Norway due to the 
large number of fjords. The tidal height in Norway reaches from about 0.5 m 
in the south up to a maximum of 2.5 m in the north [91]. The tidal site that has 
been investigated is located in the Folda Fjord, in Korsnesstraumen at the sill 
to its inner part, Innerfolda (see map in Figure 6). 

Two measurement surveys were conducted at the site. The initial spatial 
mapping of the speed variance and expected maximum velocities are pre-
sented in Paper I. From these results, the most energetic area was chosen and 
long-term measurements were planned and performed during the year after, 
see Paper II. 

Four transects were investigated during the initial survey in August 2013 
(Figure 6). Each transect was covered three times during flood and three times 
during ebb by towing an ADCP along the surface with a boat (Figure 7). The 
measurements were performed in tracks from west to east then back again.  
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Figure 6. Overview map of Norway and in detail over the inner part of the Folda 
Fjord and Korsnesstraumen. Measurements in Transect 1-4 are shown. The star 
marks the location of ADCP deployment. 

Each track took about 10 minutes to complete. The tidal currents were as-
sumed to be constant during the completion of one track. For each track, hor-
izontal bins of about 50x50 meters were defined and the depth averaged speed 
within that area was calculated. An area in the western part of the fjord inlet, 
between Transects 2 and 3, was chosen for further investigation due to its uni-
formly high speeds during ebb and its high peak speeds during flood. 

Figure 7. During the transect measurements, the ADCP was mounted in a RiverBoat 
and towed across the stream. 
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The ADCP was deployed for long-term measurements in June 2014 with 
assistance of a team of scuba divers who secured it horizontally at the seabed 
and then mounted the 60 kg of ballast on the foundation. The ADCP was re-
covered later on, in August, after 54 days of measurements. 

4.2.2 River site: Dalälven Söderfors 
A marine current energy converter was deployed in March 2013 at the river 
site in Dalälven in Söderfors, as described in Paper III (see Figure 8). Simul-
taneously, three ADCPs were deployed: one upstream of the bridge to monitor 
the incoming flow, one on the middle bridge pillar that measures horizontally 
and one downstream of the converter (see Paper III Fig. 3). The turbine has 5 
blades with a height of 3.5 m and a turbine diameter of 6 m. It is mounted on 
a generator which is then attached to a tripod foundation (for design, see Paper 
III Fig. 5). Since the deployment, the control system has been tested and im-
proved so that the system can be operated in flows from about 0.6 m/s, at 
different rotational speeds (Paper IV).  

The wake behind the converter was investigated in Paper IV for a case 
when the turbine was rotating at a tip speed ratio of approximately 5.6. Meas- 

Figure 8. Photo from the deployment of the turbine in Söderfors. 
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urements of vertical velocity profiles were performed across and along the 
flow by slowly towing an ADCP behind a small boat to get cross-sections of 
the flow speed. Leading lines were established on shore to ensure that the 
measurements were performed at the same location each time. The ADCP was 
set up to measure 5 pings/ensemble with 1 Hz sample frequency. 

4.2.3 Ocean current site: Finnhamn 
Two measurement surveys were conducted to investigate a possible high en-
ergy current site in the Stockholm archipelago. High currents had been expe-
rienced in a sound between two islands east of the island Finnhamn. Finn-
hamn is mainly used for tourism and recreation with year round activities and 
would benefit from a local renewable energy production.  

The tide in the area is negligible, so the currents were assumed to be ocean 
currents, either thermally induced, due to pressure and wind or fresh-water 
runoff from the mainland. The surveys had two aims: to map the current ve-
locity and to study the wake effects of some of the ships that transit the area. 
The study is also reported in [92]. 

The first survey was conducted on November 20, 2014. Water current ve-
locities were measured with an ADCP in cross-sectional transects and in tran-
sects along the flow. Simultaneously, two sonar systems studied the seafloor 
and the wake effects from ships of opportunity (which will be discussed be-
low).  

In Figure 9, mean current speeds are plotted where they were collected 
across and along the flow. From those measurements, two areas were strate-
gically selected for long-term measurements: one in the southern end of the 
sound (A1) and one in the northern (A2).  

For the second survey, two ADCPs were deployed at the seabed in the two 
selected areas. Measurements were performed for about a month between De-
cember 17, 2014 and January 29, 2015. Information about the long-term meas-
urements is seen in Table 1. Data were collected at a rate of 1 ping/s for 30 
seconds each minute. Flow speeds were analyzed for 30 second ensemble 
mean values and 10 minute mean values. The measured speeds are presented 
for expected turbine hub height, i.e. the middle of the water column. 

 
Table 1. Information from long-term measurements of ocean 
currents with two ADCPs. 

 ADCP 1 ADCP 2 
Number of days 43 days 44 days 
Coordinates 59.47898°N, 

18.82937°E 
59.48312°N, 
18.82804°E 

Mean depth 13.2 m 22.1 m 
Expected hub height 6 m 11 m 
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The current speeds measured during the first survey were slow, in the range 

0 – 0.6 m/s, in the 0.5 m depth bin corresponding to about 6 m from the sur-
face. Also the long-term measurements show low mean speeds, ~ 0.1 m/s, and 
maximum speeds of less than 0.7 m/s for both sites (A1 and A2). The direction 
of the flow follow the sound and are thus mainly northwesterly and southeast-
erly. 

From these results, the site was considered to not have potential for energy 
conversion. Thus, no further discussion of the results will follow. 

Figure 9. Mean speed from transect measurements, calculated at the depth 5.5-
6.5 m (from the surface). Mean speed is given by colors (in m/s). The areas for de-
ployment of the two ADCPs, A1 and A2, are marked with stars [92]. 

The seafloor bathymetry was imaged and wake effects from ships of oppor-
tunity were studied during the first survey. The two sonar systems, the MBS 
system and DBS system (Section 3.2), were attached to the side of the boat 
using a pole mount and had their transducer heads at 0.5 m depth. The MBS 
transducer head was tilted 45° compared to the water surface whereas the DBS 
was headed perpendicular to the water surface. A GPS simultaneously meas-
ured the positions. The MBS system may measure from a distance, since it is 
tilted, whereas the DBS system measures straight down and thus needs to be 
placed above the flow that is due for investigation. 

A2 

A1 
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Two different types of vessel thrusters were studied: propeller and water 
jet driven engines. The survey boat parked near point A2 (Figure 9) from 
where it was possible to get an underwater view of the wakes of the passing 
ferries. The two observed ferries were M/S Värmdö with a propeller thruster, 
and M/S Cinderella I with a water jet thruster (for technical specifications see 
Paper V Table 1). 

4.3 Assessment of renewable energy variability 
4.3.1 Combining solar, wind, wave and tidal energy in the 

Nordic countries 
The effect of integrating a higher share of IRE (intermittent renewable energy 
as defined in Section 2.5) into the Nordic power system is investigated in Pa-
per VII. The aim was to find out for which time scales variability is of largest 
concern and whether a wise combination of intermittent renewable energy 
sources may reduce the variability. Thus, the net load was analyzed by sepa-
rating the variability into different frequency bands to determine which mix 
of renewables that is optimal for reducing the variability on different time 
scales. 

Each of the intermittent renewable resources (wind, solar, wave and tidal) 
were modeled in terms of time series of hourly values of generated energy 
(TWh/h). This was done for a number of power plants across the Nordic coun-
tries (Norway, Sweden, Finland and eastern Denmark), with solar and wind 
power concentrated to Sweden and wave and tidal power concentrated to the 
Norwegian coast (see Paper VII Fig. 1). 

The sources were first analyzed one by one for a production limited to 
3 TWh/year each (which was also the maximum production of the tidal farms 
in the study). Then the 3 TWh/year limit was removed and the sources were 
combined in two scenarios. 

Each of the energy time series were then analyzed on different time scales 
by separating them into four frequency components: long-term (LT), mid-
term (MT), mid/short-term (MST) and short-term (ST) components. The im-
portance for analyzing long-term variations is the seasonal storage capacity of 
hydropower (  months), the mid-term variations (2 weeks to 4 months) cor-
responds to largest fluctuations in tidal power, the mid/short-term variations 
(2 days to 2 weeks) corresponds to large fluctuations in wind and wave power 
while the short-term variations (  days) has a high impact on fast balancing 
requirements. 

To quantify the variability the step change (difference in power from one 
hour to the next) was calculated. Furthermore, the standard deviations of each 
source for the different frequency components were compared. 
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Two scenarios were investigated. The “highly renewable scenario” where 
fossil energy, old IRE and 30% of the nuclear energy were replaced by new 
IRE (from wind, solar, wave and tidal power systems) with a total of 72 
TWh/year which then accounts for 20% of the total load in the system. In the 
“fully renewable scenario”, all fossil energy, old IRE and nuclear energy were 
replaced, resulting in 36% new IRE, which corresponds to ~130 TWh. 

For each scenario two reference combinations were investigated. Mix 1 is 
similar to today with 90% wind and 10% solar energy. Mix 2 is more futuristic 
with maximum tidal energy (3 TWh/year) and the remaining divided as 40% 
wind, 40% solar and 20% wave. 

The mixes were then optimized to reduce the net load standard deviations 
for each frequency component ( ) and the total standard de-
viation for the raw data ( ) according to Eq. 4. 

 

   (Eq. 4) 

4.3.2 Aggregating tidal energy in Norway 
For tidal energy, it is possible to take advantage of the phase shift that occurs 
when the tidal wave travels the long distance along the Norwegian coast. By 
aggregating a number of tidal sites with different time lags, a smoothing effect 
occurs in the short-term component due to the phase lag between sites. 

In Papers VII and VIII, 114 sites from south to north were studied, with a 
relative time lag of up to 6 hours. To analyze the variability, a power produc-
tion model was set up based on [29,59]. However, accurate tidal current ve-
locity data is sparse or non-existing in this area. Instead, information on tidal 
currents was extracted from pilot books ([85,93–95]) that describe the current 
strength at numerous sites. These descriptions are interpreted as the average 
peak spring speed at the site. The time lag was extracted from tidal charts for 
each site and site width and depth were extracted from electronic nautical 
charts online.  

A few assumptions are made to turn the velocity data into a velocity time 
series with correct properties that match the semidiurnal tide. A sinusoidal 
signal was applied and then altered by applying area specific coefficients (see 
Paper VIII Table II). These coefficients determine to what extent the flood 
tide is smaller than the ebb tide, that the second tide each day is smaller than 
the first, that neap is smaller than spring and that the second spring each month 
is smaller than the first spring. 

A time lag was added to each time series to create the phase shift between 
the sites. Since tidal constituents for each site were unavailable during this 
work, the model was set up in discrete time steps (of 1 min). The flux method 
was then applied to calculate the available power density at each site. No cer-
tain turbine or farm layout was chosen, instead only a fraction of the energy 
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was extracted by applying a significant impact factor (SIF) (cf. Section 2.6). 
Thus, SIF can be seen as a constant conversion rate. For the sites in this study, 
SIF has been varied from 5% to 20% of the incoming kinetic energy. The 
resulting time series is produced energy in 10 min time steps (Wh/10 min). 
These are used in Paper VIII to investigate the variability in the total available 
tidal energy and in three scenarios.  

The sites are shown at the map in Figure 10 and their relative time lag is 
seen in Figure 11. The four most energetic sites are No. 30, 57, 99 and 105 
which are marked on the map and seen in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 10. Tidal sites marked at their respective location. Circle size corresponds to 
available energy at the site (Fig. 2 in Paper VIII). 

Three scenarios were investigated where two variables were varied: the num-
ber of sites and the fraction of energy extraction (SIF). The scenarios were 
chosen based on their potential. The sites with the highest potential were as-
sumed to be of most interest for a future exploitation. They were also chosen 
to include a variety of time lags. In addition to the sites mentioned above, site 
No. 19, 54 and 112 are part of all Scenarios. 

 
Scenario 1: 7 of the most energetic sites, SIF  
Scenario 2: Same 7 sites, varying SIF  
Scenario 3: A total of 17 sites, varying SIF  
 

30

57

99
105
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In all scenarios, the largest time lag is 4.4 hours (between site 19 and 105). 
In Scenario 1, a constant SIF of 20% is applied to all sites, while in Scenario 
2 SIF is varied between 5% and 20% where a smaller fraction of the available 
energy were extracted at the largest sites – so that a smoothing effect occurs. 
In Scenario 3, an additional 10 sites were added and SIF was varied in the 
same manner. 

The variability was then quantified through a measure of the standard de-
viation in each of the four filtered time scales, following the procedure in Pa-
per VII (outlined in Section 4.3.1). Apart from the standard deviation, also the 
10 minute step change was analyzed, i.e. the change in energy in 10 minute 
steps.  

 

Figure 11. Available energy (TWh/year) at each site numbered from south to north 
and corresponding time lag in hours (Fig. 3 in Paper VIII). 
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5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Tidal site: Characteristics and resource 
The results from the transect measurements in Korsnesstraumen in Paper I are 
shown in Figure 12 where it is seen that the highest and most uniform speeds 
are found in the west part of the sound, in the area between Transects 2 and 3. 
This area was further investigated in Paper II and an additional transect was 
addressed (Transect 2b) close to where the ADCP then was deployed, as seen 
in Figure 13.  

The resultant time series from the long-term measurements is seen in Fig-
ure 14 for current speed at assumed hub height (6.1 m from the seabed). It is 
seen that the currents do not follow the same strictly sinusoidal pattern as the 
tide (cf. Figure 1). This confirms that the currents are more unpredictable and 
require measurements to be characterized properly. The distribution of speeds 
is seen in Figure 15 for all measurements and for a “typical month”, chosen as 
7 July – 5 Aug 2014. The mean speed at hub height is the same for flood and 
ebb, 1.02 m/s, but the maximum speed sustained for 10 min is higher for ebb, 
2.06 m/s compared to 1.86 m/s for flood. The cumulative distribution shows 
that the velocity is more than 0.6 m/s during 72.7% of the time (corresponding 
to the cut-in speed for the vertical axis turbine in Paper IV), and exceeding 1 
m/s for 38% of the time. The measured peak speed was 2.17 m/s. 

The vertical profiles in Figure 15 are 10 minute mean values at peak flows 
for flood and ebb during spring and neap (marked in Figure 14). They show a 
larger shear in the lowest half of the water column, and rather uniform flow in 
the upper part. Around hub height, the vertical shear is on average 0.05 m/s 
per meter for ebb and half of that for flood (see Paper II Table 4). 

The channel-like bathymetry of the site results in an almost completely bi-
directional flow, which is favorable for most tidal energy converters (see Pa-
per II Fig. 6). 
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Figure 12. Mean speed and standard deviation for each transect, calculated for hor-
izontal bins, for ebb and flood respectively (Fig. 4 in Paper I). 

 
Figure 13. Flow speeds in transects near the location of the stationary ADCP 
(marked with a star). Bathymetry is shown, where darker shading corresponds to 
deeper sea (Fig. 15 in Paper II). 
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Figure 14. Top: Long-term measurements of tidal current speed at hub height for 
the entire measurement series. Bottom: Detailed view for 2 days of measurements 
(from Fig. 3 in Paper II). 

 
Figure 15. Left: Distribution of measured speed at hub height for all measurements 
and for a “typical month”. Right: Vertical profiles of ebb and flood flows during 
spring and neap respectively (Figs. 4 and 5 in Paper II). 

5.1.1 Simple prediction model 
The results from the simple prediction model show that the measured tidal 
range is typically 3% larger than the predicted but otherwise show a small 
deviation from the linear relationship. The linear relationship between tidal 
range and peak current speed (Figure 16) is shown to be strong with a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.98 at assumed hub height (6.1 m), and the standard de-
viation in the measurements is less than 10 cm/s from the linear relationship 
given by 

 
   (Eq. 5) 
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ence in peak speed at hub height following the linear relationship (Eq. 5). The 
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m), peak speeds are higher but the linear relationship is similar. Furthermore, 
the evaluation of the effects of measurement period length shows that at least 
9 days of measurements are needed to reach a correlation coefficient of at least 
0.9 and reduce the relative error in peak speed to 3%. After 29 days of meas-
urements, the relative error is less than 1%, but the error is expected to vary 
depending on where in the monthly tidal cycle the survey begins (see Figs. 11 
and 12).  

Figure 16. Linear relationship between tidal range and peak speed for three differ-
ent heights above the seabed (Fig. 10 in Paper II). 

These results, although site specific, show that the simple prediction model 
can be used to predict peak current speed from information on tidal range on 
this and similar sites, i.e. tidal straits connecting the ocean to a bay or fjord. It 
is suggested to measure for at least 1/3 of the tidal cycle. If the measurement 
period is short, it is furthermore suggested to focus on performing measure-
ments around the largest spring tide to make sure to catch both smallest and 
largest tidal ranges and thus smallest and largest peak speeds. 

5.2 River site: Wake effects 
Figure 17 shows depth mean speed, i.e. average speed over the entire water 
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ured upstream of the turbine. Each grid square corresponds to one turbine di-
ameter. A wake is prominent as an area with higher speed deficit, i.e. lower 
speeds, behind the turbine. It was seen to extend some 6 to 7 turbine diameters 
downstream. 

To give a more realistic appearance, the transects were projected along 
straight lines. Figure 18 shows the cross-sectional velocity profiles for three 
of the across-flow transects (C1, C2 and C3) at 1.3, 5.4 and 9.7 turbine diam-
eters distance downstream, respectively (c.f. Paper IV Figs. 5 and 6). The 
wake is clearly seen in C1 and C2 downstream the turbine, while in C3 the 
wake cannot be readily distinguished.  

 
Figure 17. Depth mean speed (in m/s) as measured in transects downstream of the 
marine current energy converter. Circle denotes the turbine. Each grid square 
equals one turbine diameter. The wake is visible as lower mean speed (Fig. 7 in Pa-
per IV). 

 
Figure 18. Cross-sectional velocity profiles for three transects at 1.3, 5.4 and 9.7 
turbine diameters respectively. The projected turbine swept area is marked with a 
square (Fig. 9 in Paper IV). 

C1 C2 C3 
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5.3 Ocean current site: Cavitation-induced flow 
The results from the sonar measurements of cavitation-induced flow are sum-
marized in Table 2. It is seen that the wake of two different thruster mecha-
nisms takes on different geometry. According to the resulting images from the 
MBS, the cavitating flow behind the propeller ferry consists of a cloud of bub-
bles that spreads into a cylindrical shape whereas the water jet wake takes on 
a conic geometry (see Paper V Fig. 7). The propeller wake reaches further 
down but has its core density closer to the surface, compared to the water jet. 
The intensity was higher in the propeller case. On the other hand, so was the 
background noise. From DBS data it was possible to conclude that the turbu-
lent wake lasted approximately 90 s for both thrusters.  
 
Table 2. Results of measurements of cavitation induced turbulence in the wake of 
two ferries with either propeller or water jet truster. 

 Propeller Water jet 
Geometry Cylindrical Conic 
Width 8 m 6 m 
Depth (max) 8 12 m 5 10 m 
Core density 0 4 m 0 3 m (to 6 m) 
Intensity (mode) 50 dB 48 dB 
Duration 90 s 90 s 

From the DBS data, filtered echograms are produced and shown in Figure 19. 
They show the echo intensity of the turbulent wake. The vortex produced by 
the propeller is clearly seen in Figure 19a). It is also found that the water jet 
wake spreads deeper down. 
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Figure 19. Filtered echograms from DBS data showing cavitating flow in the wake 
of a ferry with a) propeller and b) water jet thruster (Fig. 7 in Paper V). 

5.4 Variability 
5.4.1 Intermittent renewable energy 
Variability has been studied for wind, solar, wave and tidal power. The differ-
ence in temporal variability between the four intermittent renewable sources 
is demonstrated in Figure 20 as reported in Paper VI. The energy content is 
normalized by the maximum available energy from each source and site re-
spectively. The pattern clearly deviates between the sources. Solar energy has 
distinct time intervals for when its day or night and in the Nordic countries, 
also a large seasonal variation. Wind power fluctuates more randomly with a 
higher energy content during winter. A similar seasonal variation is seen for 
wave power but with more long-term fluctuations. The periodic pattern of tidal 
power is clearly visible in the right column.  

These conditions will be important for a future aggregated power system 
and their consequences were further studied in Paper VII for the Nordic coun-
tries. 

a)

b)
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Figure 20. Variability of the natural resource for solar, wind, wave and tidal respec-
tively. The top panel and bottom panel are examples from different sites around the 
globe, specified in Paper VI. (Fig. 2 in Paper VI). 

From the study in Paper VII it was found that the four IRE sources have dis-
tinctly different variability patterns and different dominating frequency bands, 
as seen in Figure 21. For solar power (from photovoltaic systems, i.e. solar 
cells), 80% of the total standard deviation (  according to Eq. 4) comes 
from the short-term component. For wind power, the largest standard devia-
tion is in the mid/short-term component while for wave and tidal it is for the 
long- and mid-term components respectively. 

Figure 21. Standard deviation in power generation ( , normalized to mean power 
generation) on different time scales for the four sources solar, wind, wave and tidal 
respectively (Fig. 2 in Paper VII). 

In Fig. 3 in Paper VII the four sources are combined, as described in Section 
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has the highest share, whereas solar has the largest share for the mid- and 
mid/short-term components. Tidal energy has such a small total resource 
(3 TWh/year) that it only accounts for a small fraction of each mix. 

It is seen in Figure 22 that the intermediate time scales may be more chal-
lenging, since it is on timescales between two days and four months that the 
largest increase in variability is seen for a high degree of IRE in the energy 
system. Short- and long-term variability, on the other hand, might not increase 
at all compared to today. 

Figure 22. Net load standard deviations for the scenarios and mixes compared to to-
day (Fig. 4 in Paper VII). 

5.4.2 Aggregated tidal energy in Norway 
For the tidal energy in Norway, the variability was first quantified for the nat-
ural case. The aggregated energy data was filtered at four different intervals 
to catch the daily variation and the spring/neap cycles. Figure 23 shows the 
variability for the total available energy, when aggregating all of the sites in 
the study separated for the four frequency bands according to: 
 
The short-term component, less than 2 days (blue) 
The mid/short-term component, for 2 days to 2 weeks (orange) 
The mid-term component, for 2 weeks to 4 months (yellow) 
The long-term component (purple) 

 
The daily variation due to the semidiurnal tide is clearly seen in the short-

term component. The monthly variations of the spring and neap tides can be 
discerned in the mid/short-term component and are clearly dominant in the 
mid-term component. The variation is negligible on longer time scales during 
one year. 
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Figure 23. Normalized total available energy for the short-, mid/short-, mid-, and 
long-term components (Fig.4 Paper VIII). 

It was found that a few of the sites contain a majority of the energy (Figure 
11). They have the highest current speeds and the largest cross-sectional area. 
Their power outputs were limited in the Scenarios and the time lags were uti-
lized to lower the variability as described in Section 4.3.2. 

The standard deviations in energy are shown in Figure 24 a). The left col-
umn is the standard deviation in the natural resource. They are compared to 
the three scenarios. The largest deviations are seen in the short-term compo-
nent and the mid-term component, as expected. The total standard deviation 
is the sum of its components squared (cf. Eq. 4). Scenario 2 has a significantly 
lower deviation in the short time component with a total standard deviation of 

 

Figure 24. Standard deviation in energy for each of the four frequency bands and 
the three Scenarios (Fig. 5 in Paper VIII). 
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Figure 25. Minimum, median, mean and maximum values of the 10 minute step 
change (change in energy in 10 min steps) for the three Scenarios. (Fig. 6 in Paper 
VIII) 

For Scenario 1, there were no smoothing on short time scales. The largest sites 
dominate the produced energy. A better result is obtained for Scenario 2, 
where the energy extraction is lower for the most energetic sites to better 
match the smaller sites. And indeed, the variability is lower for Scenario 2. In 
Scenario 3, the standard deviation is smaller than in the natural resource for 
all but the long-term component. However, a better smoothing would be ob-
tained if the phasing would have been more favorable for the added sites. 

The change in energy in 10 min steps is calculated for the three Scenarios. 
Figure 25 shows the statistical measures of the 10 minute step changes: the 
minimum value, the most common value, the mean and the maximum. The 
step changes are considerably smaller in the scenarios than in the natural re-
source with values of 2 kWh and 16, 21 and 231 MWh respectively. 

The results show that Scenario 2 produces the least amount of energy 
(1.259 TWh/year). On the other hand, it has the least variability in terms of 
standard deviation and smallest step changes with a median value of 1.00 
MWh (as compared to a mean produced energy of 24 MWh). 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Tidal site: Characteristics and resource 
There are many indications that the potential for marine current energy from 
tides is large in various areas around the world. Especially when the develop-
ment of tidal turbines progresses towards turbines operating in more diverse 
flow conditions and depths. The measurement surveys performed at the tidal 
site Korsnesstraumen show that the site provides truly bi-directional flows 
with mean currents up to 2.06 m/s. Thus the site has potential for in-stream 
energy conversion. Similar conditions, a fjord inlet connecting the ocean to a 
basin, are expected at numerous sites along the Norwegian coast. It is thus 
probable that the potential for marine current energy is large in Norway.  

The method of measuring along transects at a tidal site is a time and cost 
efficient way to perform an initial characterization of the natural flow. At shel-
tered sites, it is both convenient and sufficient to use a simple small sized boat 
to navigate across the site and to tow an ADCP. The instruments, i.e. the 
ADCPs, have performed well during the different measurement surveys. 
However, the importance of planning any measurement survey in detail and 
perform careful calibrations of the instrument are emphasized. 

6.1.1 Simple prediction model 
A simple prediction model was set up with the aim to predict peak current 
speed from tidal range. The assumption that the predicted tidal range in the 
charts coincides with the tidal range at the sill and that the tidal range controls 
the peak velocities at the site is shown to hold true. The proposed simple pre-
diction model shows a strong linear relationship between tidal range and peak 
speed and allows prediction of peak speeds in the channel center within 
±0.12 m/s These results, although site specific, show that the model can be 
used to predict the magnitude of peak current speed from information on tidal 
range at this and similar sites, i.e. tidal straits connecting the ocean to a bay or 
fjord. 

Measurements of current velocity are, however, always required when per-
forming a detailed characterization of a tidal site. A shortened measurement 
period is then economically beneficial. The model is shown to accurately 
(within 3% deviation) predict peak speeds in the channel center after 9 days 
of measurements. When implementing this model at another similar site, it is 
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thus suggested to perform measurements for at least 1/3 of the lunar tidal cycle 
around the time for the largest spring tide to make sure to catch both smallest 
and largest tidal ranges and thus smallest and largest peak speeds.  

6.2 River site: Wake effects 
The river site in Dalälven, Söderfors, is very advantageous as a test site due to 
the vicinity to the upstream hydro power plant. The power plant regulates the 
flow rate which results in steady and controllable flow speeds in the channel 
downstream. The successful deployment of the in-stream energy converter al-
lows for important research on a prototype test station in its natural environ-
ment. 

The performed measurement survey provides first results showing that the 
wake can be measured with the proposed technique, i.e. transect measure-
ments following leading lines with positions recorded by a high accuracy po-
sitioning system. The wake can be seen to propagate approximately 6 to 7 
turbine diameters downstream. However, more detailed studies are required 
to fully characterize the wake. 

6.3 Ocean current site: Cavitation-induced flow 
From the two measurement surveys the site was considered not to have poten-
tial for energy conversion due to its low current velocities.  

The investigation of the cavitation-induced turbulence concluded that the 
MBS and DBS systems could detect and show the characteristics of the wake 
from the two different thruster mechanisms subject to the study. The wakes 
were found to reach depths of 10 m from propeller thrusters and 12 m from 
water jet thrusters and lasted for approximately 90 s. Thus, depending on the 
depth of the site, the turbulent wake may have an impact on marine current 
turbines placed in an area where ferries of the same type are present. 

6.4 Variability 
It can be concluded from the variability studies in Papers VI and VII that a 
wise combination of intermittent renewable energy (IRE) sources can lower 
the variability in net power generation on short and long time scales. An in-
crease in net load variability on timescales between two days and four months 
is inevitable with a large amount of IRE. Thus, a fossil- and nuclear-free Nor-
dic power system will increase the fluctuations with periods ranging from a 
few days to a few months, and increase the need for peak generating capacity. 
However, short- and long-term variability might not increase at all. 
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In Paper VIII it is shown that a majority of the tidal energy in Norway 
comes from a few of the most energetic sites. That is, sites with high current 
speeds and a large cross-sectional area. Variability in the power output can be 
lowered by aggregating a number of tidal energy sites with varying time lag. 
However, it is then crucial to choose sites with complementing time lag.  

As expected, the daily variation is most profound, but also the spring/neap 
cycle will add a high degree of variability. It is the daily intermittency that can 
be smoothened by aggregating tidal sites of different phase. The key is to limit 
the power output from sites with high currents and thus high energy content. 
The large scale variability from spring and neap tides affect the whole region 
and can thus not be smoothened out. 

The tidal phase shift in the studied area is substantial and well spread be-
tween the most energetic sites. Out of the investigated scenarios, Scenario 2 
has the smallest variability, the smallest standard deviation and considerably 
smaller step changes. 
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7. Future studies 

Resource characterizations at tidal current sites are still important for the un-
derstanding of tidal flows. Thus, a large scale measurement campaign quanti-
fying the number of sites with potential for in-stream tidal current converters 
along the Norwegian coast would be interesting to perform. Required meas-
urement methods are site specific, but the development of standardized tech-
niques could still be beneficial.  

The next step in the Söderfors project is to continue performing extended 
wake measurements as well as measurements of turbulence at and around the 
turbine and in the wake. Available data from logged velocity measurements 
upstream and downstream of the turbine in Söderfors can be used to investi-
gate the natural flow affecting the turbine, e.g. distribution of current speeds. 
Lately, the focus is shifting towards characterizing the wakes of turbines in 
arrays or farms to improve the understanding of how turbines interact with the 
flow and the environment. 

In the field of remote sensing of underwater phenomenon, it is obvious that  
Sonar measurements can provide detailed subsurface views and pictures. To 
further improve the results of the analysis of cavitation induced flow behind 
boats, the instruments may be deployed at the seabed to monitor the transiting 
of boats in greater detail. Sonar systems may also be used to investigate tur-
bine wakes in greater details. 

The study of tidal phasing in Norway may be improved by including anal-
ysis of local tidal constituents from each site when modelling the tide. A de-
tailed study of the relationship between tide, tidal height and current velocities 
is also necessary. Furthermore, better optimization of the Scenarios could im-
prove the results. 

More research is needed that takes all intermittent renewable energy 
sources into account, with methods that use the same time resolution and anal-
ysis techniques so that the variability of all of the sources can be compared. A 
time interval of one hour or less is needed for it to be relevant for the power 
system. Moreover, it is important to have an energy system perspective when 
investigating how the sources can be combined and how smoothing of power 
output can be achieved. For the Nordic countries, ramping compensating pos-
sibilities in the power system should be examined. 

Forecasting methods and accuracy were not examined for tidal energy in 
Paper VI and could therefore be interesting to look in to, to complement that 
study. 
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8. Summary of papers 

PAPER I 
Measurements of tidal current velocities in the Folda Fjord, Norway, with 
the use of a vessel mounted ADCP. 

A tidal energy site in the Folda Fjord in Norway was investigated as a first 
step in evaluating its potential as a renewable energy resource. Transect meas-
urements of flow velocities were performed with a vessel mounted ADCP. 

The author has done most of the work in this paper. 
The paper is published in Proceedings of the ASME 2014 33rd International 

Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arctic Engineering, Volume 8A: Offshore 
Engineering, and was presented orally by the author in San Francisco, Cali-
fornia, USA, June 10 2014. 

PAPER II 
Tidal resource characterization in the Folda Fjord, Norway. 

The tidal site of the Folda Fjord was additionally investigated by deploying an 
ADCP for 54 days, measuring the flow characteristics. The data was analyzed 
in terms of characterizing metrics, and also used to develop a simple predic-
tion model coupling tidal height to peak velocities at the site.  

The author has done most of the work in this paper. 
The paper is published in International Journal of Marine Energy, Novem-

ber 2015. 

PAPER III 
The Söderfors project: Experimental hydrokinetic power station deploy-
ment and first results. 

This paper explains the deployment process of a marine current energy con-
verter in the river Dalälven, which is part of the Söderfors project at Uppsala 
University. Also three ADCPs were deployed to monitor the water currents 
upstream and downstream of the turbine, as well as horizontally across the 
rotor plane. 
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The author was participating in the reassembling of the turbine blades, 
preparation of ADCPs for deployment and during the deployment of the con-
verter and the measurement instruments. 

The paper is published in Proceedings of the 10th European Wave and Tidal 
Energy Conference Series, EWTEC 2013. 

PAPER IV 
Studying the wake of a marine current turbine using an acoustic Doppler 
current profiler. 

The wake characteristics of the flow behind the marine current energy con-
verter in Söderfors was studied in this paper. Measurements of the velocity 
field were planned and conducted and the results give a first indication of the 
extent of the wake. 

The author has contributed with writing the section about equipment, was 
responsible for setting up the ADCP and was participating in the collection of 
data. 

The paper is published in Proceedings of the 11th European Wave and Tidal 
Energy Conference Series, EWTEC 2015. 

PAPER V 
Observation of cavitating flow using multibeam and dual-beam sonar sys-
tems: A comparison of wake strength caused by propelled vs waterjet 
thrusted vessels. In a marine renewable energy perspective (Part-a). 

For a marine current turbine located in a waterway it is important to investi-
gate what effect the presence of transiting boats may have on the turbine 
blades. In this paper, cavitation-induced turbulence in the wake of two ferries 
with different thrust mechanism was studied. With the use of a Multi-beam 
sonar and a Dual-beam sonar the extension and duration of the wake caused 
by first, a water jet and second a propeller driving mechanism was studied. 

The author has contributed with assistance during field work, proofreading 
and commenting on the paper. 

The paper was resubmitted after revision to Journal of Marine Science and 
Engineering, April 2017. 
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PAPER VI 
Variability assessment and forecasting of renewables: A review for solar, 
wind, wave and tidal resources. 

This review paper discusses the variability of the renewable resources of solar, 
wind, wave and tidal energy. The spatial and temporal variability was re-
viewed and compared between the different sources. The variability of the 
tidal resource is mainly due to four aspects; tidal regime, the tidal cycle, ba-
thymetry at the site and weather effects. Consequences of including such var-
iable sources into the existing power systems is discussed. 

The author was responsible for the tidal resource parts. 
The paper is published in Renewable & Sustainable Energy Reviews, April 

2015. 

PAPER VII 
Net load variability in Nordic countries with a highly or fully renewable 
power system. 

The net load variability from wind, solar, wave and tidal energy is studied for 
the Nordic countries, to investigate what effect a larger share of intermittent 
renewable energy would have on the variability in the electricity grid. All four 
sources are modeled and the variability, in terms of standard deviation and 
step change, is studied for each of the sources and for all of the sources com-
bined. The variability on different time scales is studied through frequency 
analysis and a few scenarios are presented, as well as mixes optimized for a 
small standard deviation. 

The author was responsible for the tidal resource parts: collecting data, and 
setting up and describing the model. 

The paper is published in Nature Energy. November 2016. 

PAPER VIII 
Tidal Current Phasing Along the Coast of Norway. 

This paper discusses how the effects of tidal current phasing along the coast 
of Norway can be used to get a more smooth power output if a large number 
of tidal energy plants would be aggregated. Data on tidal current peak speed 
was collected at 114 sites, velocity time series was modeled and the available 
energy calculated. In three scenarios, the variability of the aggregated energy 
was analyzed and compared to the variability of the natural resource. 

The author has done most of the work in this paper. 
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The paper is published in Proceedings of the 3d Asian Wave and Tidal En-
ergy Conference Series, AWTEC 2016. 
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9. Svensk sammanfattning 

Att producera elektricitet från förnybara energikällor är ett forskningsområde 
som utvecklas kontinuerligt. Inom det område som kallas marin strömkraft 
innebär det att omvandla den kinetiska energin i vattenströmmar till elektrici-
tet. Vattenströmmarna är framförallt orsakade av tidvatten som beror på må-
nens och solens dragningskraft, samt jordens rotation. När tidvattnet stiger 
(vid flod) pressas vattnet in i fjordar, runt uddar och genom sund vilket innebär 
att det bildas vattenströmmar. Detsamma sker när tidvattnet sjunker (vid ebb) 
men i motsatt riktning. Tidvattenvågen färdas över haven och når olika ställen 
av kusten vid olika tidpunkt. Högvatten inträffar med andra ord med en viss 
tidsförskjutning på olika platser. Energin i vattenströmmarna är proportionell 
mot hastigheten i kubik. Genom att placera vindkraftsliknande turbiner på 
platser med höga vattenhastigheter så kan man utvinna förnyelsebar energi. 
Dock kommer turbinen påverka flödet nedström, i dess vak, där turbulens bil-
das och vattenhastigheten sjunker tillfälligt. 

Turbinerna som används inom området marin strömkraft står i startgro-
parna till att ta steget från prototyp till kommersiell produkt. Dock pågår fort-
farande forskning för att till fullo förstå tidvattenresursens egenskaper och vil-
ken påverkan en tidvattenturbin har på vattenflödet. Därför krävs noggranna 
undersökningar av flödet på varje plats som har potential för energiutvinning. 
Att tillhandahålla data av hög kvalitet från mätningar av vattenhastigheten är 
därför av stor betydelse.  

Mätningarna har utförts med ett instrument som sänder ut ljudpulser av en 
viss frekvens. Dessa reflekteras på partiklar i vattnet och vattnets hastighet 
beräknas utifrån Dopplerskiftet i frekvensen. På så sätt fås en hastighetsprofil 
av vattenkolumnen (med andra ord hastigheten på olika djup). Instrumentet 
kan antingen placeras på botten för att ge långtidsmätningar eller monteras i 
en lite flytande katamaran och dras tvärs över eller längs med vattenflödet. 

I denna avhandling har mätningar av flödeshastigheter utförts på tre typer 
av platser. En plats med tidvattenströmmar, belägen i en fjord i Norge, har 
undersökts för sin resurspotential. Mätningar av vattenhastigheten utfördes för 
att kartlägga resursens variation i både tid och rum. Resultaten visar vatten-
hastigheter i storleksordningen 2 m/s i mitten av kanalen. Dessutom uppvisar 
flödet liten variation från huvudriktningen för både inkommande (flod) och 
utgående (ebb) flöden, något som ofta är fördelaktigt för tidvattenturbiner. 
Platsen har således potential för energiomvandling av fritt strömmande vatten.  
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I en älv har ett marint strömkraftverk placerats och platsen har fungerat som 
experimentområde. Strömkraftverket, som har en vertikalaxlad turbin, har ut-
vecklats vid Uppsala universitet och sjösatts i Dalälven, Söderfors inom ett 
projekt som går under namnet Söderforsprojektet. Vattenflödet på platsen re-
gleras uppströms av ett närliggande vattenkraftverk. Turbinen har körts i 
jämnt flöde och mätningar har utförts för att karaktärisera vakens utbredning 
samt att utvärdera mätmetoden.  

På en plats med havsströmmar undersöktes bland annat vilken påverkan 
passerande färjor kan ha på objekt, t.ex. turbiner, placerade under vattnet. Mät-
ningar genomfördes med två olika typer av ekolod för att få fram en undervat-
tensbild av vaken från en propellerdriven respektive en vattenjet-driven färja. 
Båda typerna av vakar var tydligt synliga och sågs sträcka sig från ytan ner till 
ca 10 m djup. 

Utöver fältarbetet beskrivet ovan så har även variabiliteten av de oregel-
bundna förnybara energikällorna vind-, sol-, våg- och tidvattenenergi i de Nor-
diska länderna undersöktes. Variabiliteten för var och en av resurserna har 
distinkt olika egenskaper, vilket är fördelaktigt när man kombinerar effekten 
producerad från dem. Tidvattenvariabiliteten beror huvudsakligen på fyra 
egenskaper: antalet hög- och lågvatten per dag, tidvattencykeln över en må-
nad, djupförhållandena på platsen som ger turbulens och vädereffekter. 

I undersökningen modellerades effektproduktionen från de fyra förnyelse-
bara resurserna var och en för sig för att sedan kombineras på olika sätt i ett 
”mycket förnybart” och ett ”helt förnybart” scenario. Genom att analysera den 
totala uteffekten i olika tidskomponenter (långsamma, medellånga, me-
del/korta och korta tidskomponenter) så var det möjligt att minimera variabi-
liteten på olika tidsskalor.  

Tidvattenvariabiliteten i Norge undersöktes sedan separat. Det faktum att 
tidvattenströmmar är förutsägbara har stora fördelar vid planering av elektri-
citetstillgången från tidvattenturbiner. Dock varierar tidvattenströmmarna 
kontinuerligt mellan maximal strömhastighet till nästan stillastående vid hög- 
och lågvatten. Det skulle innebära att en större mängd reservkraft eller ener-
gilagring krävs för att kompensera för variationen i uteffekten från maximal 
till minimal produktion som sker flera gånger per dag. Tidsförskjutningen 
mellan platser längs den norska kusten ger en utjämnande effekt på tidspe-
rioder om några timmar men eftersom tidvattencykeln, med springflod och 
nipflod var fjortonde dag, påverkar ett större område samtidigt så kan inte den 
storskaliga tillgången på tidvattenkraft utjämnas. 
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